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Abstract 

 

School education has got into an era in which each student has one technology device, and 

new possibilities have been brought to the traditional learning style. One of them is flipped 

learning. Flipped learning in health class has often been done in the past. Each student 

engages in individual learning at home as pre-learning to acquire basic knowledge and then 

collaborative learning at school. Since each student has one information terminal and can 

connect to the network, it has become possible to chat with classmates through the Learning 

Management System (LMS), just like face-to-face learning at home. Therefore, in this study, 

in the health classes of the fifth grade of elementary school, the students conducted a learning 

style in addition to face-to-face collaborative learning at school. Pre-learning at home can also 

be collaborative learning. The purpose of this study was to examine how this change in 

learning style affects students in a case study—specifically focusing on the synergistic effect 

of collaborative learning at home and collaborative learning at school and considering what 

kind of effect it had on the students from a concrete example. As a result, it became clear that 

students have the merits of "A sense of security connected to classmates," "Share the process 

of working on worksheets with classmates," and "Think about the state of mind and body of 

classmates" by connecting with their classmates in the LMS through pre-learning at home. 

The findings also suggested that face-to-face collaborative learning at school increased active 

dialogue between students. 
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Introduction 

 

School education has got into an era in which each student has one technology device, and 

new possibilities have been brought to the traditional learning style. One of them is flipped 

learning. Flipped learning is a learning style in which students learn basic knowledge and 

skills at home before class and then work on applied tasks during class time to consolidate 

and apply that knowledge (Hu & Nonaka, 2017)). The introduction of flipped learning allows 

for more time devoted to learning activities in which students apply their knowledge in the 

classroom. Furthermore, it is expected to have learning effects such as improving students' 

thinking skills. Flipped learning has been widely recognized and practiced in Japan since 

around the 2010s, and practices of flipped learning utilizing tablet terminals have been 

reported (Matsubara et al., 2015; Ogawa, 2015). Flipped learning in health class has often 

been done in the past. Each student engages in individual learning at home as pre-learning to 

acquire basic knowledge and then collaborative learning at school. Knowledge and then 

collaborative learning at school (Yoshimoto et al., 2017). Since each student has one 

information terminal and can connect to the network, it has become possible to chat with 

classmates through the Learning Management System (LMS), just like face-to-face learning 

at home. In other words, it is a change in the style of flipped learning, from "individual 

learning at home × collaborative learning at school" to "collaborative learning at home × 

collaborative learning at school." Therefore, this study introduced a learning style in health 

learning that allows students to engage in collaborative learning at home in addition to face-

to-face learning at school and prior learning. The purpose of this study is to examine what 

kind of changes this change in learning style brings about for the students in a case study. 

× 

Research Methods 

 

The subject of the study 

The subject of the study is the health learning "Mental Health" in the 5th grade of elementary 

school, which was conducted in September 2021 for a total of 4 hours. The class subjects were 

21 students. The teacher in charge of T1 was a homeroom teacher with three years of experience 

teaching elementary school. The teacher in charge of T2 was a school nurse teacher with four 

years of experience teaching elementary school. 

 

Outline of Unit 

Students create their own " My Mental Handling Manual " in the 5th-grade elementary school 

health class "Mental Health," students create their own " My Mental Handling Manual " 

throughout the unit. The aim was for students to think about their mental development and 

how to cope with anxiety and worries. In the " My Mental Handling Manual " that students 

create throughout the unit, there is a page where they write about their mental development 

with their guardians, take pictures of their mind and body, and write down solutions to their 

problems. And the plots are created in PowerPoint. The plot of " My Mental Handling Manual 



" is also uploaded on Teams, and each student downloads it from Teams. Furthermore, the 

downloaded " My Mental Handling Manual " can be used as a worksheet, with students 

entering text and inserting pictures. 

In addition, a few days before all four health classes, the homeroom teacher pasted a 

YouTube URL that was made available to the public on a limited basis (only those who knew 

the URL could view it) into the Teams chat. The students watched the video at home while 

working on the task. The content of the video was designed to help students acquire basic 

knowledge in advance of studying the unit and to allow students to participate in class with an 

understanding of the learning objectives. In addition, the video is in the form of a 5-minute 

lecture, created by the teachers themselves in cooperation with each other (Figure 1). In other 

words, this unit is developed using a "flipped learning" format. 

Furthermore, as the students worked on the task at home, they exchanged ideas with 

their friends and engaged in prior learning while utilizing Teams chat. The homeroom 

teachers also joined in the students' chat communication and encouraged the students' 

collaborative learning at home. 

 

Method of Analysis 

The purpose of this study was to examine how the change in learning style, "cooperative 

learning at home × cooperative learning at school," brought about changes in the students 

through case studies. Therefore, focusing on the synergistic effect of collaborative learning at 

home and collaborative learning at school and considering what kind of effect it had on the 

students from a concrete example. Below is the collaborative learning at home and 

collaborative learning at school represented in this study. 

 

 
Figure 1: Flipped learning lecture videos of homeroom teachers and school nurse 

teachers uploaded to YouTube. 

 

Findings 

 

1) Collaborative learning at home 

 

Case 1: Classmates' connection creates a sense of security for the student 

Student A was working on an assignment at home and was unsure what to write in " My 

Mental Handling Manual. " So Student A posted a question in the Teams chat, "Does anyone 



know how to write the 'Frequently Asked Questions and Answers' on page 12?" In response, a 

classmate asked, "I am not sure how to write the FAQ on page 12. To which a classmate 

responded, "I wrote something like this." and advice was posted in the chat room along with a 

screenshot of the " My Mental Handling Manual " that he had created. Another asked, "What 

should I do when I am depressed?" and I wrote the answer to that question myself." One of 

his classmates told Student A in the chat about a concrete example he had written. 

Later, Student A described his feelings at this time, "I asked my father how to do it, 

but he said he didn't know and I was in trouble. However, my friend kindly taught me how to 

do it, which helped. I can use the chat when I work on my assignments at home so that I can 

talk to my teachers and friends." Student A replied. When Student A works on his 

assignments at home, he is alone at his study desk. However, Student A felt that he was not 

alone but connected to his classmates through the network. Thus, Student A felt more 

comfortable and at ease working on assignments at home because he was connected to his 

classmates. 

 

Case2: Students can share the process of creating "My Mental Handling Manual" with 

their classmates at home 

The " My Mental Handling Manual " created by each student is shared in a folder on Teams 

and can be viewed only among classmates. This means that students can see what their 

classmates are writing in their " My Mental Handling Manual " from home. This allows 

students to refer to their classmates' " My Mental Handling Manual " when working on 

assignments at home. Student B said, "It suited me because I could work on it at my own pace 

at my own set time, instead of doing it at a set time like in a classroom class. But because I 

was connecting with my friends by referring to everyone's " My Mental Handling Manual " 

they felt that it was similar to the activities they would work on in groups in the classroom." 

Even in classroom classes, there is often learning in which group classmates show 

worksheets and notebooks to each other and then refer to them and exchange opinions. In the 

learning style of this practice, students can look at their classmates' " My Mental Handling 

Manual " even from the comfort of their homes. This allows students to refer to their 

classmates' " My Mental Handling Manual " when struggling with a task. In this way, by 

sharing each student's " My Mental Handling Manual " on the network, flipped learning at 

home could be tackled in the same way as a group activity at school. 

 

Case 3: Students can reflect on their classmates' minds and bodies at home 

Student C put a picture of her younger sister in " My Mental Handling Manual " as one 

picture representing her mind and body. In response, a classmate said, "That's cute. I would be 

at peace in my mind, and my body would relax." and "I often fight with my siblings, so my 

body gets all melancholy. Student C was surprised by the opinions of his classmates. Student 

C responded to his classmate's opinion by saying, "I'll announce the answer in class! The 

answer is close to everyone's opinion," he wrote in the chat. 



In this way, the students were already learning to think about the mind-body 

connection of their classmates by looking at their classmates' pictures, even though they were 

at home. In other words, students not only worked on their assignments at home but also had 

opinions about their classmates' assignments, and with those opinions in hand, they worked to 

solve their assignments in the classroom. 

In traditional flipped learning, each student worked on their assignments individually 

before class and often came to the classroom lesson with acquired knowledge. In this practice, 

however, each student utilizes an information terminal, and from the time they are working on 

the flipped learning at home, they are connected to their classmates through the network and 

engaged in this type of collaborative learning. The students' efforts to create " My Mental 

Handling Manual " by watching videos at home as well as exchanging opinions with their 

classmates while at home resulted in a change in the students' behavior in class. 

 

2) Collaborative learning in the classroom 

Students watch lecture-style videos created by teachers at home before class. As a result, they 

participate in face-to-face classroom sessions with their knowledge acquired. In addition, the 

students have been sharing the " My Mental Handling Manual " worksheet with their 

classmates and exchanging ideas via chat, so they know the contents of their group friends' " 

My Mental Handling Manual " worksheets. Since the students know what they are going to 

learn in today's health learning, they can immediately start exchanging ideas in the group after 

a brief review. This has increased the amount of time spent in class on activities that involve 

interacting with classmates to solve problems and share issues. 

For example, students worked on a homework assignment at home to take one "mind-

body picture" to understand how the mind and body interact with each other. The students 

were already interacting with their minds and body through the activity of taking pictures. The 

pictures they took varied from "a picture of my study desk" to "a picture of dinner at a family 

gathering" to "a picture of my siblings. In the classroom, students were quizzed in groups and 

as a whole on the theme of "What does my mind and body look like after the picture was 

taken? 

For example, student D took a picture of her dog at home. Next, the group of friends 

shared their opinions about the photo. One student said, "I saw this picture at home yesterday. 

One student said, "I saw this picture at home yesterday. Another said, "I saw it too! My body 

wants to play with it, and my mind feels refreshed! I saw it at home yesterday. 

The students were very happy with their D pictures at the time of the flipped learning. 

Because they had viewed Student D's picture at the flipped learning, members of the group 

anticipated Student D's mind and body at home. In response to those classmates' predictions, 

Student D, who posed the question, responded, "My mind is soothed that this girl is cute, and 

my body is excited and active." The friends in the group expressed surprise, as it was 

understandable that the mind would be healed, but surprising that the body would become 

active. Student D said that the soothing effect on her mind also helped her body relax and that 

she often played with the dog to keep her body active. 



The homeroom teacher of T1 and the school nurse of T2 intentionally asked many 

questions to the students who were the quiz takers to dig deeper into the reasons why their 

minds and bodies were the way they were. Furthermore, the students also asked many 

questions to the contestants. They had already browsed their friends' " My Mental Handling 

Manual " at home and thought about the answers to the quiz to some extent. Therefore, the 

classroom lesson developed into a learning experience in which students provided detailed 

explanations as to why their minds and bodies were in the state they were in and asked 

detailed questions about their classmates' photographs. This naturally led students to realize 

that the answers they had thought of were often different from those of the contestants, that 

each person's perception of the same photo was diverse, and that the growth of the mind was 

individual. 

 

 

Figure 2: Think about my "one piece of mind and body" as a group or as a whole class. 

 

Conclusion 

 

By introducing the flipped learning of "collaborative learning at home × collaborative 

learning at school" into the health class, students could engage in interactive activities with 

each other for most of the class time. This allowed students to take their time in class to work 

on problem-solving. Furthermore, students were able to realize from specific examples of 

their own and their classmates' experiences that the state of the body changes with the state of 

the mind, and conversely, the state of the mind is affected by the state of the body. As a result, 

it became clear that students have the merits of "A sense of security connected to classmates" 

and "Sharing the process of working on worksheets. As a result, it became clear that students 

have the merits of "A sense of security connected to classmates," "Share the process of 

working on worksheets," and "Think about the state of mind and body of classmates" by 

connecting with their classmates in the LMS through pre-learning at home. The findings also 

suggested that face-to-face collaborative learning at school increased active dialogue between 

students. 
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